
Industry:

Waste Management Services

Geography:

Europe, Asia, and North America

PwC Services:

Application Management

Benefits of using PwC:

Cost effective application

management services

Rapid response to issues

Confidence in date collection and

reporting

“PwC Consulting gave us confidence

that we would receive expert support

and that system development could

be handed off without worry. We also

found their approach to be flexible

and highly cost effective.”

Energy Company
Best practice in Application Management Services

Business background

Our client provides products and

services to the global nuclear

industry and employs around 10,000

people worldwide. The Group’s

businesses cover the whole of the

nuclear energy cycle; fuel

manufacture, reactor services,

electricity generation, spent fuel

management, nuclear

decommissioning and clean up.

PwC supports our client with
Application Management
Services

Oracle’s Hyperion Enterprise is the

pivotal system for our client’s

external and internal Group

reporting. Expert support for end-

users and best practice change

management are pre-requisites and

PwC has been successfully

supporting and managing their

consolidation and reporting system

since 2006, through the provision of

application management services.

High quality support for
Group Reporting is essential

Over the last few years our client’s

group reporting system (Hyperion

Enterprise) and reporting

requirements ha

increasingly complex. A major

restructuring exercise coupled with a

programme of disposals and an

increasingly demanding external

reporting requirements had pushed

the incumbent application to its

limits. It was clear to them that

further work was

Hyperion Enterprise to make it

simpler and more efficient. Having

invested time and money on their

reporting system, our client was

naturally keen to ensure that the new

system was implemented in a tightly

controlled and best practice manner.

This was achieved using their

internal resources, where possible

and with PwC providing design

guidance and subject matter

expertise.
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High quality support for
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PwC provides specialist
Application Management
Services

Our client’s Senior Group Finance

Manager said “PwC was chosen to

provide Application Management

services for us due to the quality and

reputation that PwC has in the UK in

providing services for the design,

implementation and support of

Oracle EPM systems.”

Richard Wyles (PwC, EPM Partner)

commented: “PwC Application

Management is a core service stream

of our business and developing this

strategic partnership with our client

enables us to deliver a high quality

service in supporting their business

critical financial reporting

applications.”

A governed approach for
application and change
management

The solution for our client covers all

aspects of providing a dedicated

support desk for end users, a change

request system for application and

reporting content enhancements, a

structured approach to implement

changes as well as acceptance testing

instructions for the client team.

Working remotely from the PwC

office, our service level agreements to

them are defined according to ‘Peak’

and ‘Off-Peak’ reporting dates. This

ensures they receive the appropriate

level of expertise and hours of

support when they need it and that

peaks and troughs of activity can be

managed without compromising

effectiveness of issue resolution.

This provides a focused and governed

Application Management approach,

ensures change management is

adopted and delivers a centre of

excellence in supporting this pivotal

client reporting system.

A support centre of product
excellence

Our client’s Senior Group Finance

Manager continues “We now benefit

from a dedicated, value added,

Hyperion Enterprise support centre

of excellence. The main benefits we

recognise are:

 Rapid and valuable response to

issues by dedicated consultants

 Reduced maintenance effort

 Improved data quality and

reduced time in data collection

and reporting

 Both internal management and

external statutory reporting

requirements are easily and

consistently met

As a result of the implementation,

the organisation has succeeded in

delivering a unified reporting

solution that has improved reporting

submission times as well as

enhancing the quality and

transparency of our data.”
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